
 

 

 

September 2015 

Equity Market Review 

The equity market tumbled to an unimpressively low level during the month following the footsteps of 

regional and global markets. The benchmark index shed 7.02% (2,439 points) subsequent to 2.84% drop 

in previous month. Average daily trading volume also dropped by whooping 40% to 183mn shares/day 

from 304mn shares/day in the previous month. The key reasons for negative sentiments of the investors 

were 1) concerns over slowdown in economic growth in China, 2) chances of Fed hiking interest rates 

and 3) rumors that certain names of the brokerage industry were under investigation by regulatory 

agencies. 

The index recorded negative 6% return during the 1QFY16 and closed at 32,287 points, showing a drop 

of 3941 points from the peak of 36,228 points witnessed during the month of August. Market 

underwent correction despite getting several positive triggers like above expected corporate results, 

50bps cut in target policy rate, Fitch assigned B credit rating to Pakistan with stable outlook and PM 

announced relief package of PKR 341bn for farmers. 

The trend of foreign selling continued this month as foreigners remain net sellers of USD 22.4mn, taking 

the cumulative net outflow of the quarter to USD 103mn. From the local bodies, Companies and DFIs 

recorded net outflow of USD 17.14mn and USD 18.4mn respectively where as Mutual funds and 

Individuals were net buyers of USD 7.17mn and USD 15.24mn respectively during the month under 

review. 

From 33 sectors, only 4 sectors performed positive during the month, which include Beverages, RIET, 

Support Services and Tobacco. Among the top sectors, which represent more than 50% of the market 

cap of KSE-100 index, E&Ps posted negative return of 12.9%, banks posted negative return of 9.3%, 

chemicals dropped 8.5%, Food processors posted -5.25%, construction & Materials -5%, and personal; 

goods posted -3.6%. 

Outlook: SECP and NAB have provided clarification on the scope of action against non-compliant 

brokerage houses, which has subsided the fears of investors to a large extent. CPI for the month of 

September, which clocked in at 1.32% YoY, much lower than market consensus, may also provide 

another trigger to boost the investors’ confidence in equity market. The market is expected to post a 

recovery in the upcoming month as the recent correction has lead to an attractive level of investment 

for value seeking investors. 

Money Market Review 

SBP conducted three t-bill auctions during the month. Target for the first auction held on 2nd 

September’15 was PKR 150bn, against which the SBP generated PKR 204bn. Cut-o- yields for 3 month, 6  



 

 

 

month and 1 year were 6.9308%, 6.9513% and 6.9710% respectively. Target for the second auction held 

on 16th September’15 was PKR 250bn, against which the government raised 147.6bn. Cut-o- yields for 3 

month and 6 month were 6.4828%, 6.48% respectively, where as bids for 1yr tenor were rejected. 

Target for the third T-Bill auction held on 30th September’15 was PKR 125bn, against which the 

government raised PKR 58.86bn. Cut-o- yields for 3 month and 6 month were 6.4825 and 6.48 

respectively, where as bids for 1yr were rejected. SBP also conducted PIB auction on 9th September’15, 

in which the government borrowed PKR 94.6bn against the target of PKR 50bn. Cut-o- yields set for 3yr 

and 5yr and 10yr PIBs were 7.3536% and 8.3338% and 9.3406% respectively. 

Economic Snapshot 

During the month under review, the foreign exchange reserves of the country reached at all time high of 

USD 20.07bn. The receipts include USD 505mn proceeds from IMF loan tranche released after 8th 

review and recently issued 10yr USD 500mn Eurobond. In another important development, PM 

announced relief package of PKR 341bn for farmers to support the agriculture sector. Important 

highlight of the package are: 1)PKR 40bn cash grants to rice and cotton growers, 2) interest free loans to 

farmers who own 12.5mn acres of land or less,4) PKR 500 subsidy per bag of DAP and 5) arrangements 

to reverse the recent urea price hike. However, ECC has put hold on the implementation of the package 

till the local bodies elections are held. In the MPS announced during the month, the central bank 

reduced the target policy rate by 50bps to 6% 

Inflation for the month of September clocked in at 1.23% YoY, 47 year lowest monthly YoY reading. 

Average inflation for 1QFY16 stood at 1.6% as compared to 7.5% in corresponding period of last year. 

On a monthly basis CPI dropped by 0.1% in September due to 0.5% drop in food prices and 1.36% MoM 

drop in transportation index. 

CAD deficit widened by 25% MoM in August and clocked in at USD 219mn as compared to USD 175mn in 

July. CAD deteriorated despite 23% MoM improvement in trade balance on the back of 11% decline in 

imports and at MoM exports, due to absence of CSF inflows. However, CAD for 2MFY16 registered a 

decline of 73% YoY. As a percentage of GDP, CAD stood at 0.8% of GDP in 2MFY16 as compared to 3.2% 

in corresponding period last year. 

Going forward we anticipate further respite in CAD as oil prices are expected to remain on these levels. 

Persistent low inflation may lead to further monetary easing in upcoming policy. 


